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Wessel KraaijTNO-TPDP.O. Box 155, 2600 AD DelftThe Netherlandskraaij@tpd.tno.nlhttp://www.tpd.tno.nl/TPD/smartsite304.htmlAbstractThis paper describes the o�cial runs of the Twenty-One group for TREC-7. The Twenty-Onegroup participated in the ad-hoc and the cross-language track and made the following accom-plishments: We developed a new weighting algorithm, which outperforms the popular Cornellversion of BM25 on the ad-hoc collection. For the CLIR task we developed a fuzzy matchingalgorithm to recover from missing translations and spelling variants of proper names. Also forCLIR we investigated translation strategies that make extensive use of information from ourdictionaries by identifying preferred translations, main translations and synonym translations,by de�ning weights of possible translations and by experimenting with probabilistic booleanmatching strategies.1 IntroductionTwenty-One is a 2 MECU project with 12 partners funded by the EU Telematics programme, sec-tor Information Engineering. The project subtitle is \Development of a Multimedia InformationTransaction and Dissemination Tool". Twenty-One started early 1996 and is currently in its evalu-ation phase. The TREC ad-hoc and CLIR tasks �t our needs to evaluate the system on the aspectsof monolingual and cross-language retrieval performance. Partners in Twenty-One are: GetronicsSoftware, TNO-TPD1, DFKI GmbH, Xerox Research Center Europe, Highland Software, Univer-sity of Twente, University of T�ubingen, MOOI foundation, Environ, Climate Alliance, VODO andFriends of the Earth.1.1 Cross-language retrieval in Twenty-OneThe Twenty-One database consists of documents in di�erent languages, initially Dutch, English,French and German but extensions to other European languages are envisaged. The primaryapproach to CLIR in Twenty-One is Document Translation (DT). There are certain advantagesand disadvantages to DT:� DT reduces the cross-language retrieval task to a monolingual search task� The quality of a translation can in principle be better because the full document context isavailable. In the case of query translation there is often very little context.1TNO participated also in the SDR and �ltering tracks, cf. \TNO TREC7 site report: SDR and �ltering",elsewhere in this volume 1



� DT is slow but can be done o�-line, therefore the time constraints are less severe.� DT requires a full translation of the document base for each supported language, which makesit not really scalable.The DT approach in Twenty-One can be supplemented with or replaced by query translationdepending an the application and collection size. A more elaborate description can be found in [7].1.2 The Twenty-One retrieval systemThe Twenty-One demonstrator system is on-line since March 1998.2 It is based on two types ofindexes:1. a fuzzy phrase index based on n-gram search on phrases,2. a standard Vector Space Model (VSM) index based on lemmas.The �rst index type is well suited for short queries and interactive query re�nement, whereas theVSM index is better suited for longer queries. Before a document is processed by the Twenty-Onesystem it goes through a number of NLP preprocessing steps.1. The language of the document is identi�ed.2. The document is translated to the other supported languages using the Logos machine trans-lation system. A copy of the translated document is kept in the database to give a highquality preview of the document in the users preferred language.3. The original document and the machine translated documents are tokenised, part-of-speechdisambiguated and lemmatised using the morphological tools of Xerox. The lemmas are usedto build the vector space index.4. Part-of-speech tags are used to extract noun phrases from the documents using the TNOparser. Noun phrases are used to build the fuzzy phrase index.5. For language pairs not supported by Logos, the lemmatised and noun phrase bracketed doc-ument is translated using the VLIS lexical database of Van Dale Lexicography. Translationsare used to build the fuzzy index and the VSM index for the other languages. Again a copyis kept in the database for previewing in the user-preferred language.1.3 Twenty-One in TRECFor the TREC-7 evaluations we did not use the Twenty-One system in the setup mentioned above,primarily because of the size of the CLIR document collection. Instead we followed a query trans-lation approach. Because of its modular design we were able to build versions of the Twenty-Onesystem that are speci�cally suited for the TREC tasks.One of our main goals after the �rst TREC-participation in TREC-6 [8] was to upgrade themonolingual performance of our system to a level that is comparable with groups already partici-pating in TREC. To test the baseline performance of our system we entered the ad-hoc task with asimple version of the Twenty-One system, only using the TNO VSM engine and Porters stemmerfor English. For the CLIR task we were able to use most of the Twenty-One modules. We used2http://twentyone.tpd.tno.nl/



the VSM engine for retrieval, but also the fuzzy index to recover from missing translations andspelling variants of proper names. As a preprocessing step before indexing and translation we usedthe Xerox morphological tools. The VLIS lexical database of Van Dale Lexicography was used forthe translation of the queries.This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we describe our work on the ad-hoc task. Section3 describes our work on the CLIR task. Section 4 will give concluding remarks.2 The ad-hoc taskThe main contribution of Twenty-One to the TREC ad-hoc task is an experiment with a newweighting algorithm. The weighting algorithm was developed from scratch within the linguisticallymotivated probabilistic model of information retrieval [2]. The model uses language models andtechniques that �nd their origin in the �eld of statistical natural language processing, an approachthat others are also beginning to investigate [11]. Advances already made in the �eld of statisticalNLP (see e.g. [9] for an overview) are used to give a probabilistic justi�cation for using tf.idf weights.The experiment described in this paper shows that the new weighting algorithm outperforms theCornell version of BM25 algorithm on the TREC-7 collection.2.1 A linguistically motivated probabilistic model of IRIn the linguistically motivated probabilistic model documents and queries are described by com-pound events. A compound event is an event that consists of two or more single events, as whena die is tossed twice or three cards are drawn one at a time from a deck [10]. The single eventsthat de�ne the compound event are the index terms in the collection. Given a document-id, indexterms are assumed to be independent. The probability of the compound event should therefore becalculated by multiplying the probabilities of the single events as in equation 1.P (T1; T2; � � � ; TnjD) = nYi=1P (TijD) (1)The general idea is the following. Each document contains a small sample of natural languagefor which the retrieval system should build a statistical language model P (T jD) where T is a singleevent. If the user enters a query T1; T2; � � � ; Tn the system uses equation 1 to calculate the probabilityof that query given each possible value of the document-id D. Perhaps the most straightforwardway to estimate the probabilities P (T jD) would be maximum likelihood estimation. A maximumlikelihood estimate maximises the probability of observed events and assigns zero probability tounseen events. This makes the maximum likelihood estimate unsuitable for directly estimatingP (T jD) because it would assign zero probability to each document that does not contain all of thequery terms. The problem that many of the possible events do not occur in the actual data is awell known problem in the �eld of statistical NLP: the sparse data problem. There are a number ofstandard solutions to the sparse data problem, one of them being estimation by linear interpolation.It is possible to remove the zero probabilities by mixing the maximum likelihood model of P (T jD)with a model that su�ers less from sparseness like the marginal P (T ) as in equation 2.Pli(T jD) = �1Pmle(T ) + �2Pmle(T jD); 0 < �1,�2 < 1 and �1 + �2 = 1 (2)In equation 2 global informationP (T=t) on the term t is mixed with local information P (T=tjD)on the term. The mix of global and local information is determined by the value of �1 (which also



determines the value of �2 by �2 = 1 � �1). It is standard practice in IR to use the documentfrequency for global information and the term frequency for local information. The documentfrequency df(t) is de�ned by the number of documents in which the term t occurs. The termfrequency tf (t; d) is de�ned by the number of times the term t occurs in the document d. Equation3 de�nes how probabilities are estimated from document frequencies and term frequencies.P (Ti = tijD = d) = �1 df(ti)Pt df(t) + �2 tf (ti; d)Pt tf (t; d) (3)2.2 Rewriting to vector product normal formWe used the TNO vector space retrieval engine for the TREC-7 experiments. Obviously the rankingformula based on equations 1 and 3 cannot be used directly in a vector space engine. There ishowever a ranking formula that produces the same ranking as the ranking formula introduced inthe previous section which can be implemented using the vector product similarity measure. Thiscan be shown by rewriting.P (T1 = t1; � � � ; Tn = tnjD = d) = nYi=1(�1 df(ti)Pt df(t) + �2 tf (ti; d)Pt tf (t; d) ) (4)/ nXi=1 log(1 + tf (ti; d)df(ti)Pt tf (t; d) � �2Pt df(t)�1 ) (5)Equation 4 follows directly from equation 1 and 3. Multiplying equation 4 with values that arethe same for each document, like �1 and df(t), will not a�ect the �nal ranking. Moreover, anymonotonic transformation of the ranking formula will also produce the same ranking of documents.Instead of the product of weights we could therefore rank the documents by the sum of logarithmicweights. Using these two considerations the ranking formula can be rewritten as shown in equation5. As a �nal step the query weights of the vector product formula can be used to account for multipleoccurrences of the same term in the query. The resulting vector product version of equation 4 isdisplayed in table 1. Note that we end up with a document term weight that by the de�nitionvector product formula: similarity(Q;D) = lXk=1wqk � wdkquery term weight: wqk = tf (tk; q)document term weight: wdk = log(1 + tf (tk; d)df(tk)Pt tf (t; d) � �2Pt df(t)�1 )Table 1: vector product version of weighting algorithmof Salton et al. [13] can be interpreted as a tf.idf weight with document length normalisation.However, the Pt tf (t; d) in the denominator of the document term weight in table 1 is the result ofthe requirement that probabilities have to sum up to one and not the results of document lengthnormalisation. Document length normalisation is assumed by the fact that we ignore the priorprobability P (D). In fact we may assume that longer documents are more likely to be relevant byusing the prior probability of equation 6 and ranking the documents using P (T1 = t1; � � � ; Tn =



tnjD = d) � P (D = d). P (D = d) = Pt tf (t; d)PtPd tf (t; d) (6)This results in a weighting algorithm that cannot be rewritten into the vector product normal form.It can however be implemented fairly easily by initialising similarities to log(Pt tf (t; d)) instead ofto zero when processing the query. This version of the weighting algorithm was used in the TREC-7experiments.2.3 Pseudo relevance feedbackSupplementary runs were done with a Rocchio-like pseudo relevance feedback. After an initialretrieval run, the top 200 of the weighted index terms extracted from a concatenation of the top 3documents were added to the query with a ratio of 20 : 3, i.e. the weight of the added terms wasmultiplied by 3=20 before adding. These parameters were determined empirically by experimentingwith the English topics of the TREC-6 CLIR track.2.4 SynonymsWe also experimented with query expansion based on synonyms taken from the Van Dale lexicaldatabase. The expansion worked well with the TREC-6 CLIR queries, but performed disappointingwith the TREC-6 ad-hoc queries. No o�cial run was submitted for this experiment2.5 Experimental setup and resultsFor the ad-hoc task we built the simplest possible version of the Twenty-One system. We usedthe TNO vector space engine for indexing and Porters algorithm for stemming. Stopwords wereremoved from the documents, including words that are frequent in previous TREC topics likerelevant and document. Queries were generated automatically from the full topics (title, descriptionand narrative) using the same procedure as used for indexing.As already mentioned above, the linguistically motivated weighting algorithm has one freeparameter that de�nes the mix of local and global frequency information. We did three pilotexperiments using Cran�eld, the English CLIR collection topics 1-24 and the TREC-6 ad-hoccollection topics 251-300. The pilot experiments indicated that the best values for �1 and �2 areapproximately the same for all three collections: �1 = 0:85 and �2 = 0:15. We used these valuesin the TREC-7 ad-hoc experiments.runname descriptiontno7cbm25 run using the Cornell version of BM25tno7tw4 run using the linguistically motivatedweighting algorithmtno7exp1 run using the linguistically motivatedalgorithm with pseudo relevance feedbackTable 2: description of ad-hoc runsAccording to Voorhees and Harman [16] the most popular weighting algorithm in TREC-6 wasthe Cornell implementation of the Okapi BM25 algorithm [12, 14]. We decided to compare theperformance of the new weighting algorithm with the Cornell version of BM25, resulting in the



�rst two runs listed in table 2. As a third run we submitted a run that uses the new weightingalgorithm and pseudo relevance feedback.runname avg. prec.tno7cbm25 0.2315tno7tw4 0.2490tno7exp1 0.2785Table 3: results of ad-hoc runsTable 3 lists the results of the three runs on the TREC-7 collection. The results show that thelinguistically motivated weighting algorithm outperforms the Cornell version of BM25. The resultsalso show a remarkable performance gain due to pseudo relevance feedback. The pseudo relevancefeedback run performed above or equal to median on 44 of the 50 topics.3 The CLIR taskIn TREC-7 we intended to improve our TREC-6 results in the following ways:� improve the monolingual system,� improve lexical lookup,� extend context sensitive disambiguation.After reassessment of TREC-6 runs and experiments with manual disambiguation, we chose toexperiment with an extension of the retrieval model in the direction of boolean interpretation.The manually disambiguated runs gave only a very small improvement in performance whereasinitial experiments with a probabilistic interpretation of boolean structured translated queries (cf.sections 3.1 and 3.3) gave promising results on the TREC-6 CLIR topic set [3].3.1 Query translation using the Van Dale dictionariesThe VLIS database from Van Dale Lexicography is a relational database which contains all lexicalknowledge that is used for publishing the dictionaries Dutch ! foreign language (German, French,English, Spanish). So the database is based on Dutch headwords with translation relations toequivalent lemmas in the foreign languages. The lexical material from the foreign language! Dutchcompanion dictionaries is not included in the VLIS database. Translation from one TREC languageto another will go by using Dutch headwords that have the query words as their translations asinterlingua, and then translating the Dutch headwords into one ore more words in the targetlanguage. language simple composit totalenglish 260k 40k 300kgerman 224k 24k 248kfrench 241k 23k 264kspanish 139k 28k 167kTable 4: number of translation relations in the VLIS database



The VLIS database contains simple and composite (multi-word) lemmas for 5 languages, Dutchbeing the pivot language. For Dutch there are 270k entries corresponding to about 513k concepts.These concepts have translations into French, Spanish, German and English. For TREC-7 we onlyused the simple lemmas. We used the the Xelda toolkit of Xerox Research Centre in Grenoble fortagging and lemmatisation of the topics. Translation of the topics was done in a series of steps:1. Tokenising2. Tagging3. Lemmatisation4. Stopword removal5. Multi stage lexical lookup:� Lookup of compounds, subcompounds and compound parts� Lookup with and without syntactic constraint� Lookup of main / synonym translation� Lookup with or without capitalisation� Fuzzy lookup (not used in o�cial runs)6. Weighting of translations / Selection of best translationThe weighting of translations is based on the number of occurrences of a certain translation inthe dictionary. Some head words carry over to the same translation for di�erent senses. For examplethe Dutch head word jeugd can be translated to youth in three senses: the sense of 'characteristic','time-frame' and 'person'. The sense of 'person' has a synonym translation: youngster. As youthoccurs in the dictionary under three senses we assign it a weight that is three times as high asthe weight for youngster. Dutch serves as an interlingua, therefore translation can be carriedout via several Dutch pivot lemmas. This possibly generates even more occurrences of the samepossible translation. The implicit assumption made by weighting translations is that the numberof occurrences generated from the dictionary may serve as rough estimates of actual frequencies inparallel corpora. Ideally, if the domain is limited and parallel corpora on the domain are available,weights should be estimated from actual data [4]. Weighting of possible translations is used forstructured queries (see section 3.3).A complication with respect to TREC-6 was the extension of the document base with Italiandocuments. We decided to use the machine translation system Systran3 to handle our querytranslations to Italian. This Web service hosts translation capabilities from and to English for 5European languages. For the German queries, we used English as a pivot language to translate toItalian because the language pair German-Italian is not available. Morphological stemming of theItalian translations were produced by ETH Z�urich.3.2 Fuzzy expansion of query termsWe developed a fuzzy expansion algorithm based on relative frequencies of letter trigrams and editdistance. This algorithm matches a query term with index terms that are similar but not exactlyequal to the query term. This is useful for source language terms that do not have an entry inour dictionary, but do have a similar translation in the target language like domain speci�c jargon,person names and geographical names. It is also useful for spelling variation and spelling mistakes.We applied two forms of fuzzy expansion, a conservative version where only (translated) query3http://babel�sh.altavista.com



terms which are not found in the index are expanded. A more liberal version expanded every queryterm. The expansions were treated as a single concept by the TNO vector space engine. The fuzzymatching module ISM4 was developed in the 1970's at TNO by de Heer [1].3.3 Probabilistic interpretation of boolean queriesFor almost every headword the VLIS lexical database gives a number of senses, each with a maintranslation and synonym translations. Instead of picking the preferred translation from the dictio-nary, it might be advantageous to use all possible translations to search for relevant documents asthis might lead to higher recall. If possible translations are weighted and structured properly thedocument collection itself can be used for implicit disambiguation of possible translations [5]. Dis-junction is a natural operator to combine possible translations of a query term, whereas conjunctionis used to link all translations in a way that reects the original query.We developed a weighting algorithm that inputs boolean queries in conjunctive normal form andassigns probabilities to documents given these queries. Boolean queries are generated automaticallyfrom the topics by translation. The algorithm takes into account the relative frequencies of possibletranslations which are based on information from the VLIS lexical database as mentioned above.Details of the algorithm will be published in the near future.3.4 Merging of runsWe created a separate index for each language. An alternative approach would be to build onebig index on all four collections. The main reason for using four separate indexes is that ourexperimental setup was still based on experiments with only one target language. There is however amore fundamental reason for using four indexes. From the perspective of the linguisticallymotivatedmodel of IR it would be silly to build a language model which mixes words of four di�erent languages.Merging the retrieval runs on separate collections into a combined run is not a trivial problem [6].For the monolingual case, the problem is known as the collection fusion problem [15]: similarities arenot comparable across collections because of the incorporation of collection-dependent frequencycounts like document frequencies. One solution to the problem is to bias the similarities for eachsubcollection di�erently, e.g. by a collection speci�c linear transformation of the similarities.We used the following approach to merging. Documents were retrieved from each collection andmerged after adding a collection speci�c constant. The collection speci�c constant was determinedby forcing the average similarities over all 28 topics to be the same for each language collection.The collection speci�c constant makes sure that, on average, the same number of documents isretrieved from each language. This approach is not an elegant solution to the merging problem.In fact, one could argue that it violates the TREC ad-hoc task description. We incorporated thismethod anyway to make sure that our contribution to the pool would not be biased towards oneor two languages. In the near future we will develop a more elegant merging strategy.3.5 Experimental setup and resultsFor the CLIR task we were able to use most of the Twenty-One modules. We used the VSM enginefor retrieval and the fuzzy index to recover from missing translations and spelling variants of propernames. As a preprocessing step before indexing and translation we used the Xerox morphologicaltools. The translation of the topics was based on a word by word translation process, using theVLIS lexical database from Van Dale.4ISM: Informatie Sporen Methode = Information Trace Method



runname descriptiontno7edp dictionary preferred translation of English queries into 3 otherlanguages; fuzzy expansion of query terms without dictionary entrytno7edpx dictionary preferred translation of English query into 3 otherlanguages; fuzzy expansion of each query termtno7egr probabilisticly interpreted boolean query of all possible translationsof the English queries into 3 other languagestno7ddp dictionary preferred translation of German queries into 3 otherlanguages; fuzzy expansion on query terms without dictionary entrytno7eef dictionary preferred translation of English query into French; fuzzyexpansion of query terms without dictionary entrytno7mx uno�cial run: merged run of four monolingual searches; fuzzyexpansion of each query termTable 5: description of CLIR runsTable 6 lists the results for our o�cial runs. As a baseline we included tno7mx, an uno�cialrun which is based on a merge of 4 monolingual runs. The best result is achieved by tno7egr theprobabilistic boolean run. The more liberal fuzzy expansion run also produced improved results. Itcould be interesting to combine both techniques. The results with the German version of the topicsis lower than expected, a topic-wise comparison is needed to assess the cause. tno7eef, the runwith English topics in the English and French subcollection has a higher score, probably becauseof the reasons addressed in section 3.6 and because of the major contribution of the monolingualEnglish run in the merged run. runname avg. prec. relative totno7mx (%)tno7edp 0.2716 83tno7edpx 0.2846 87tno7egr 0.3009 92tno7ddp 0.2382 73tno7eef 0.3404 -tno7mx 0.3282 100Table 6: results of CLIR runsTable 7 shows the results of our monolingual runs which were the building blocks for our mergedruns. The table only shows the results on topics that had hits in all four languages: topics 26, 44,46 and 51 are not included in this evaluation. For the per language evaluation we used the qrelsfrom the merged runs. This will give a distorted picture (more about this aspect in section 3.6)but we think that the qrels are still useful to look at relative performances of runs for a particularlanguage, and to get some idea of the merging e�ect. The merging e�ect turned out to be quiteimpredictable because the ranking of the runs based on column 6 is quite di�erent from the rankingbased on merged runs (column 7). For the average �gure (column 6), the dictionary preferred runsare better than the probabilistic interpreted boolean run. However this ordering is reversed in theo�cial ranking. Apparently the merging procedure that we applied is suboptimal. Further researchis needed to explain these results.



runname avg.prec. avg.prec. avg.prec. avg.prec. average merged relat. toenglish french german italian over 4 avg. (%)tno7edp 0.4923(m) 0.2893 0.2427 0.3846 0.3522 0.2750 78tno7edpx 0.4985(m) 0.2945 0.2771 0.3927 0.3657 0.2901 79tno7egr 0.4923(m) 0.3005 0.2253 0.3846 0.3506 0.3084 88tno7ddp 0.3549 0.2452 0.4199(m) 0.3266 0.3367 0.2573 76tno7mx(m) 0.4985 0.4542 0.4187 0.4651 0.4591 0.3569 78Table 7: per language performance and the e�ect of merging on 24 topics TREC-7, (m) indicatesmonolingual run3.6 Pool constructionThe methodology for pool construction has some important but often neglected assumptions whichcomplicate the evaluation of merging. The pool is based on a merge of the top 100 fraction of theruns which are judged. The assumption is that the pool will contain most relevant documents.Suppose that the average number of relevant documents per query is much larger than 100, thenthe validity of the assumption is questionable. In that case it is quite probable that a considerableamount of relevant documents is not judged because they are not in the pool. We computed somepool statistics, in particular we looked at the average judged fraction of the collection for each task.This is de�ned as the number of relevance judgements divided by the product of the number ofqueries and the collection size. The pool statistics are listed in table 8.collection total judged relevant no hits judged judged relevant no hits judgeddocs. docs. docs. in topic fraction docs. docs. in fractionenglish 242,866 9,810 1,689 26,46 0.0014 8,713 1,385 8 0.0015french 141,637 6,130 991 - 0.0015 12,663 1,518 22 0.0037german 185,099 4,558 917 26 0.0009 9,086 1,172 22 0.0020italian 62,359 3,062 501 26,44,51 0.0018 - - - -total 631,961 23,560 4,098 average: 0.0013 30,462 4,075 average: 0.0022Table 8: CLIR task statistics (a) 28 topics TREC-7, (b) 24 topics TREC-6The judged fraction of the ad-hoc task is 0.0030, which means that on average 3 per mill of thedocument collection has been judged for each query. For this year's CLIR track this �gure is 0.0013on average. This clearly reects that the CLIR pool is much smaller than the ad-hoc pool. Thepool is also smaller than the TREC-6 CLIR pool which has a judged fraction of 0.0022. Conclusionis that results derived from the CLIR pool are less reliable than last year. This might be partlydue to the decision to base the pool on merged runs and not on monolingual runs.The average number of relevant documents per topic is 93.5 in ad-hoc and 146.35 for the mergedCLIR collection. For the monolingual subcollections the �gures are: 60(EN), 35(FR), 33(DE) and18(IT). This means that the \pool validity assumption" is probably violated for the merged CLIRtask, meaning that the average precision �gures for the merged runs are probably too high.The �gures for the monolingual results in table 7 are probably even more attered. This canbe explained as follows: suppose that we have subcollections of similar size, and that topics haveroughly similar amounts of relevant documents in each subcollection. This means that on averageonly the top 25 documents of each subcollection run is judged in comparison to the top 100 docu-ments for the merged runs. When we apply the qrels of the merged runs pool to the subcollection



runs, the average precision is arti�cially high. Most probably a pool based on the top 100 of sub-collection runs would bring in more relevant documents with lower ranks. This explanation alsopartly accounts for the high score of the merged run on the English French subcollections tno7eef.4 Conclusion and outlookThe new linguistically motivated retrieval model outperforms the popular Cornell BM25 weightingscheme in the ad-hoc task with 7.5 %. Pseudo relevance feedback improves the average precisionwith an additional 12.7 %. The most successful run in the CLIR task was a probabilistic interpretedboolean run. However, at this point the merging process is ill understood. Evaluation of the mergingprocess is complicated because the qrels of the merged runs cannot be used for a true comparisonwith subcollection runs. In future CLIR tracks, this problem should be tackled, for example byadding the top 100 documents from subcollection runs to the pool. There is some evidence thatthe 'probabilistic boolean' approach to CLIR is more successful than the 'dictionary preferredtranslation' approach. Further research is needed to assess whether 'boolean retrieval' is a betterapproach to the CLIR problem than disambiguation. A second result of the CLIR evaluation is thatISM (the fuzzy matching algorithm) gives a signi�cant improvement in performance. The best resultwas obtained with the liberal variant: each query term is expanded with orthographically closevariants, catching spelling variation in proper names and cognates in case of missing translations.AcknowledgementsThe work reported in this paper is funded in part by the Dutch Telematics Institute project Druidand the EU projects Twenty-One (IE 2108) and Pop-Eye (LE 4234). We would like to thankETH Z�urich for stemming the Italian collection, the Italian topics and our translations to Italian.Furthermore we would like to thank Ren�ee Pohlmann and Rudie Ekkelenkamp both from TNO-TPD for their help with manual disambiguation of test runs and data preparation respectively.References[1] T. de Heer. Quasi comprehension on natural language simulated by means of informationtraces. Information Processing & Management, 15:89{98, 1979.[2] D. Hiemstra. A linguisticallymotivated probabilistic model of information retrieval. In C. Nico-laou and C. Stephanidis, editors, Proceedings of the Second European Conference on Researchand Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries (ECDL-2), pages 569{584, 1998.[3] D. Hiemstra and F.M.G. de Jong. Cross-language retrieval in Twenty-One: using one, some orall possible translations? In Proceedings of the 14th Twente Workshop on Language Technology(TWLT-14), pages 19{26, 1998.[4] D. Hiemstra, F.M.G. de Jong and W. Kraaij. A domain speci�c lexicon acquisition tool forcross-language information retrieval. In Proceedings of RIAO'97 Conference on Computer-Assisted Searching on the Internet, pages 255{266, 1997.[5] D.A. Hull. Using structured queries for disambiguation in cross-language information retrieval.In AAAI Symposium on Cross-Language Text and Speech Retrieval. American Association forArti�cial Intelligence, 1997.
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